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THE REALLY GREAT WALL.

If the Chinese had had S & S Sales Corporation available to them in 200 B.C., they wouldn't have had to settle for just a Great Wall. They could have had a really great wall with the beauty, strength, durability and energy efficiency of exterior panels from S & S. And, because of their flame-retardant properties, they wouldn't have had to contend with any of that nasty fire-breathing dragon graffiti either!

Stonecast by Sanspray; Stonehenge, Klefstone and Permatone S by Manville. Weyerhaeuser Panel-15; Masonite Flame Test; Granex Composite Stone Panels... the Seven Wonders of the World. And S & S has them all. As well as the expertise to serve as a consultant to you and your contractors and the innovation to solve problems at any stage of construction, including design.

A very wise man once said: "It is far better to call S & S today than to have to call for help tomorrow." Not Confucius, perhaps. But still very wise.

The SINGLE SOURCE COMPANY  S & S Sales Corporation. 12030 West Silver Spring Road, Milwaukee, WI 53225  •  Toll-free 1-800-792-3504, ext. 329
Speaking of Political Action Committees, the following items were gleaned from the U.S. Military Budget:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit Cost</th>
<th>No. Requested by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-1 Tank</td>
<td>$2,528,000</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/A-18 Aircraft</td>
<td>33,373,000</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-15 Aircraft</td>
<td>44,560,000</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG-476 AEGIS Cruiser</td>
<td>946,000,000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN-688 Submarine</td>
<td>692,575,000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH-64 Helicopter</td>
<td>8,756,000</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommission USS</td>
<td>$349,000,000</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The money to buy one M-1 tank would pay for a nice library for any one of a number of towns in Wisconsin. The money for one F/A-18 aircraft would pay for a Convocation Center for the University. The money for one F-15 aircraft would pay for an excellent Convention Center. The money for one CG-47 AEGIS Cruiser would provide every state in the union with almost $20,000,000 for new low and moderate income housing. And so on and on. This is only a fraction of the total list.

Write your Senator, Congressman or President Reagan.

Nathaniel W. Sample, FAIA
IT COMES WITH EVERYTHING AND COSTS YOU NOTHING.

Consider what each Wisconsin Bell public telephone comes with.

It comes with customer and employee acceptance because, quite simply, it meets all their calling needs. They can use either coins or Calling Cards, make collect calls and bill calls to a third number, and make local calls, as well as long distance calls through many long distance companies.

Each Wisconsin Bell telephone comes with trained technicians to handle maintenance and repair.

Each comes in heavy-gauge steel, is weather and vandal resistant, and meets all federal and state requirements for the disabled. Each comes with our unmatched 100 years' experience in public communications.

Each comes headache-free, since we handle fraudulent long distance calls, refunds, customer complaints, slugs, vandalism and stolen sets.

And each comes with commissions, a valuable source of extra income for your business.

What does all this cost you?

Nothing, if your business qualifies for a public telephone. There's no installation fee, no initial purchase investment, no ongoing financial commitment, no maintenance and repair expense, and no charge for outdoor enclosures.

Call your Wisconsin Bell Public Communications consultant today. Offer your customers and employees the public telephone service they appreciate.

1-393-2772 (TOLL-FREE)*

*Toll-free only when dialed from residence, business or public telephone numbers served by Wisconsin Bell.

© 1986 Wisconsin Bell

AN AMERITECH COMPANY
Helping you communicate.
The floor plan evolved quite naturally from equipment layouts, functional relationships and the owner's vast experience. The "L"-shaped plan was placed at the back of the site to limit the conspicuousness of the building, provide adequate front yard for landscaping (to provide a foreground) and to allow future addition of potential buildings and their commensurate parking needs.

Building materials were selected for their durability and compatibility with neighboring buildings including, concrete block and face brick walls, well protected by broad overhanging eaves and concrete roof tiles for their durability. Similarly, sloped roof form was selected to protect from the elements, provide mechanical and ventilating space and to relate to adjoining residential, single story, "ranch" buildings. Broad overhangs and supporting columns and contrasting brick bands were introduced to give the otherwise fenestration-less building a sense of scale and detail.

Photography: PKR
ASBESTOS TAKES YOUR BREATH AWAY!!

Don’t try to buck the odds. You’ll lose. If you’ve got asbestos in your facility, get rid of it now! Why prolong your liability?

Asbestos is a killer!

BUT ... Make certain you have a qualified fully insured abatement contractor. Ask questions. Do his procedures meet or exceed EPA and OSHA regulations? Is he a state-of-the-art contractor? What about safety? If he doesn’t care about his people, he surely won’t worry about yours. Are the lines of communication open between you and him? Wait just a moment. Save yourself some time. Call HSA CONTRACTORS, INC. They’re fully insured. Their employees are fully trained and qualified abatement specialists. They perform the job quickly with a minimum amount of disruption. H.E.P.A. equipment is used to transport hazardous fibers safely up to 1,000 ft. through a hose from a low speed shredder. HSA CONTRACTORS carefully removes the saturated asbestos and quickly transports it to certified waste locations. However, before any of this takes place, HSA CONTRACTORS provides a site survey ... identification of asbestos problem areas ... air monitoring analysis ... budget projections and scheduling ... and abatement options.

Call or write us today for more information.

You’ll breathe easier!

HSA CONTRACTORS, INC.

111 W. Olive Street, P.O. Box 17737
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217 • (414) 962-40...
Plaza East Parking Pavilion
the Zimmerman Design Group
Hussinger Construction Management, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The dense urban site for this downtown parking facility had one-way traffic on three sides and no access on the fourth. Site is sloped to accommodate two level grade access. Result is a 673 space parking structure with 18,000 sq. ft. of commercial/retail space on the first level. The parking pavilion had to relate to existing Plaza East office towers as well as serve two office towers two blocks away.

Precast concrete structure and exterior cladding identify the structure with its trim colors and articulate panel fluting. The architect carved a corner access and provided a "stair plaza" to give flexibility to tenant entrance requirements and interest to exterior design. Well lighted glass stairwells provide security for parking patrons.

Photography: Howard N. Kaplan
SPLENDOR
The Heart of a Warehouse

This client is a company which respects the needs of its employees. Lands' End of Dodgeville, Wisconsin, has provided an architectural surprise, a skylit garden lunchroom in the center of its warehouse. This space, called "The Atrium", was designed by Martinson, Inc. to become the focus of relaxation and conversation for the entire company.

What began in a Chicago basement as a sailboat racing equipment business, with some clothing included, has expanded to become one of the country's most significant mail-order clothing businesses. The first Lands' End distribution center in Dodgeville was built seven years ago as a 44,000 square foot metal building. Later, an office was added, then the warehouse was doubled in size, and finally a new distribution center was built. Today, Lands' End has nearly a half million square feet of warehouse and office space and is still growing.

Like any company which grows rapidly, Lands' End has had to use all of its facilities in the best manner possible. When the new 150,000 square foot pre-cast concrete distribution facility was completed in 1983, Martinson Architects was retained to convert the former warehouse into office space. The program for the office expansion included a 34,000 square foot addition to the existing mezzanine and the introduction of natural light to the center of the building.

The building was to be organized into departments with private offices at the outside walls (to take advantage of new windows) and open office space sub-divided with movable partitions and office furniture toward the interior. Most of the offices were located on the second floor. In addition to departmental areas, the program also required training rooms, telephone stations, storage, a quality assurance lab, a catalog planning area, and a lunchroom.

The owner asked specifically that this "office space" not feel like a modified metal warehouse. Though all the spaces are functionally designed and do not look like warehouse space, it is the lunchroom which is special. Being centrally located, the lunchroom took on greater importance and became the "Atrium". It is located on the same axis as the employee entrance and is linked to this entrance by similar floor tile and wall coverings. The stair in the entrance corridor is repeated in the Atrium.

The most striking feature of this two story space is its openness. The introduction of outside light, the change of levels, and the use of materials have created expansive interior views. The skylight is a 16 foot by 75 foot six segment barrel-vault engineered by Super Sky Products, Inc. The balcony serves as circulation space for the offices on the second floor. Lighting, diffuser grills, sound absorptive material, and
railing are integrated with the balcony wall. The ceiling of the second floor slopes up toward the skylight and is carefully detailed with the beams and skylight well. The floor carpet is set in a border of paving tiles which reflects the balcony edge and defines the circulation around the Atrium. Five 20 foot high weeping figs (Ficus Benjamina) have been planted in the space to filter the sunlight, screen views and provide a degree of privacy.

The architect and Advanced Temperature Technicians, Inc. collaborated on the design of two air destratification units which handle the air cleaning and conditioning and act as sculptural elements in the midst of the space. Each unit consists of four 12" diameter spiral HVAC ducts mounted on a 6" diameter structural column. The four ducts are connected to a three and a half foot square box, four and a half feet high which houses the circulating fans. The structural column continues through the box to the beam which carries the load from the skylight. The units return the lunchroom air to the lower level, cleaning the air with electronic air cleaners. This system prevents excessive heat buildup near the skylight and limits migration of lunchroom smoke and odors into the office areas on the upper level.

The Atrium also features a stair which matches the stair near the entrance. Each curves around a 20 inch diameter concrete pier. Mounted on top of the pier is a blue laminated drum housing a light, which reflects up onto a white, 28 inch diameter half-sphere planter. Lighting was designed by Gary Steffy.

General contractor for this project was D. F. Meudt Construction, Inc.

Employees have been very vocal concerning their appreciation of natural light, the relaxing power of being near real trees and the feeling of being appreciated by their employers.
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“The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot . . . it can’t be done.”

John Ruskin 1819-1900

At Super Sky, we design and build value. Our half century plus of skylight craftsmanship assures this. Our ten year leakage warranty insures this.

SUPER SKY DOES IT ALL!

For design consultation, call:

David Fogelstrom & Assoc., Inc.
675 N. Brookfield Rd.
Brookfield, WI 53005
(414) 782-7713

SUPER SKY PRODUCTS, INC., 10301 North Enterprise Dr., Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
(414) 242-2000 Telex 4311037 SSPIMEQ
McKay landscape designs capture shadows under shady trees. Make paths for streaks of sunshine. Shrubs bring bursts of color. Air is filled with fragrances and birds pause to present an evensong. Keep yards a-twitter!

Plan before you plant and add value to your home. It costs no more for the professional — McKay, with 1200 acres of guaranteed nursery stock. Call now and spring into summer.

We are pleased to have provided the landscaping for the Perry Printing Company, Waterloo.

Color it green with McKay

MAIN OFFICE — NURSERIES WATERLOO, WI 414/478-2121
SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE

(414) 422-1450 INSULATION
Thermal & Acoustical

ROOFING
Urethane & Elastomerics

MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING
Pedestrian & Vehicular

AK SYSTEMS, INC.
W144 S6309 College Ct. • Muskego, WI 53150

Anyone who needs to stay current with the design industry in Wisconsin definitely reads Wisconsin Architect

Subscribe today!

Name __________________________
Company Name __________________
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City, State, Zip ___________________
$30 Yr. __________________________

PLEASE ENCLOSE PAYMENT
MAIL TO:
WISCONSIN ARCHITECT
321 S. Hamilton St.
Madison, WI 53703
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The continuing growth of a major printing corporation in a small rural community created a need for the corporation to consolidate its administration into one corporate headquarters.

The site selected was along the sloped river bank separating the plant from the adjoining residential area. A major street borders the south edge of the natural site.

The design solution was to use a natural extension of the river bank into the building, and then accent this with high naturally lit areas and views of the river at major points within the building. The building was sited into the slope to create an extension of the building from the river and also reduce the scale at the western residential edge.

Masonry and glass were used to reflect and compliment its location on the river. Its angled forms and distinctive shapes provide a feeling of the sophistication and growing technology of the corporation. Extensive natural landscaping was used to complete the design with heavy berming to conceal the parking areas.

Photography: Rowe Sylvestor
PERMANENT Vande Hey-Raleigh Architectural Roof Tile is a 50 year warranted roof. Completely weatherproof... withstands tropic summers, frigid winters, with equal ease. Termite-proof, rodent-proof, rot-proof concrete roof tile will offer protection from the elements for as long as the structure stands. Reroofing costs are eliminated.

BEAUTY Vande Hey-Raleigh Roof Tile offers a practical beauty never before possible. We now offer four distinct styles.

ROUGH SHAKE, EARLY AMERICAN SLATE, RIVIERA and SPANISH MISSION.

SUPERIOR FEATURES Fifty year warranty! Light-weight concrete roof tile! Permanent, impregnated color throughout the tile! Twenty standard colors, plus, WE CUSTOM COLOR TILE, made to order for both new construction and those hard to match restoration projects.

Vande Hey-Raleigh Architectural Roof Tile is a beautiful, maintenance free, non-combustible roof system.

It costs less than fire treated cedar shakes, clay or slate.

Our sales people are active throughout your area and will be happy to meet with you. Call soon for the sales representative nearest you.
Specifications

ARCHITECTURAL PANELS

TYPES

- 6 mm Alucobond (anodized or painted)
- .125 Aluminum Plate
- Laminated Porcelain
- Porcelain or paint on 16 ga. Steel
- Walcon Metal Wall Systems

SERVICE

- Engineering
- Fabrication
- Assistance with measuring and layout
- Prompt attention to all inquiries
- Erection

For information call

414/233-3333

OMNI GLASS & PAINT, INC.
2010 Dickinson Avenue
P. O. Box 2186
Oshkosh, WI 54901

OMNI Architectural Panels

... as installed in Mitchell Field Terminal Building, Milwaukee, WI.

Precise fabrication to meet your design criteria

- Miller & Meier and Associates, Architects, Milwaukee, WI

Low maintenance finishes for high traffic areas

Finishes can be color matched to blend with surrounding furnishings
ARCHITECTURAL PANELS

... as installed on the Wisconsin State Office Building, Green Bay, WI.

OMNI Architectural Panels are custom designed and fabricated by skilled craftsmen to meet the specifications of the architect. These photos of the Wisconsin State Office Building illustrate the quality, beauty, and performance you can expect.
The rapid growth of Cray Research, the world's largest manufacturer of super computers, necessitated additional office space. By its nature a fast-paced business, the company desired new accommodations in similar manner. Designed to match the adjacent manufacturing facility, the Product Support Facility was completed in ten months.

The single story building contains research and development, accounting offices, employee training facilities, and classrooms, as well as security systems to safeguard various areas of highly confidential information. The combination steel frame and precast concrete structure also houses a water-to-air closed loop heat pump that extracts heat from computer operations for space heating.

Photography: Eric Oxendorf
Are The Metal Edges And Copings You Specify The Best For The Money?

If you're not sure, call us.

We're Weather-Tek. We represent Metal Era. We'll tell you if the metal edges and copings you specify are bent under manufacturer-controlled conditions, with full warranties. Or if they're merely "shop bent"—subject to variances of workmanship, color finishes and the like.

Our consultants can help make sure the edge you want is compatible with your building design, roof membrane and application parameters.

So call us. You'll find our problem-solving capabilities as dependable... as our products.

(414) 425-3322

WE INSTALL AND SERVICE MOST OF THE ABOVE ITEMS

JOHN BUHLER COMPANY, 1331 N. 29TH STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53208 414-344-9157

"John Buhler Co. participated in one way or another in all of the Wisconsin products featured in this issue."

WE INSTALL AND SERVICE MOST OF THE ABOVE ITEMS
In the highly competitive world of the automobile dealer, cost is a prime factor in success. Therefore, the cost of overhead coupled with goods and services determines the financial success of his operation. Not liking the traditional “free” design services offered by metal building dealers and the limitations they imposed, Mr. Kuettner invested in the services of an architect for the planning and design of his project.

Early in the conceptual design phase it was decided to separate sales from service and business functions. Thus the showroom became a facility with a single purpose, the sale of automobiles.

A strong masonry exterior form was used to frame the building. To reduce amount of glass found in most showrooms this design solution positioned the glass and walls behind some of the automobiles and extended the landscape forms through the glass into the building. The effect is to have the customer enter the showroom before actually walking inside; exterior door becomes an interior door.

Photography: Eric Oxendorf
Klipstein Insurance Services

I. We are the exclusive representative in the state of Wisconsin for Design Professional Insurance Company.

II. We also represent all the available markets for professional liability insurance.

III. Services provided:
    A. Contract Review
    B. Comparison of Professional Liability Insurance policies
    C. Monitor claims
    D. Conduct In House Loss Prevention seminars

Contact: Paul Berta
216 North Midvale Boulevard
P.O. Box 5566 • Madison, WI 53705-0566
608-238-7181

JERRY'S Cabinets and Supplies, Inc.

Architectural Millwork
Commercial & Institutional Casework

1735 Sal Street
P.O. Box 8237
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54308-8237
Phone: (414) 465-6764

Architects:

When You Write Advertisers . . . Say That You Saw It In

The Wisconsin Architect
It Will Help Us Help You.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
FREE COMPUTER DESIGN SERVICE FOR MASONRY WALLS

THE WISCONSIN CONCRETE & PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION IS OFFERING A NEW SERVICE WHICH WILL ANALYZE OR DESIGN MASONRY WALLS FOR LOW, MID OR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS. THIS SERVICE IS OFFERED FREE TO DESIGN PROFESSIONALS—ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS—IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN.

DATA PROVIDED: The program will check resisting moments limited by steel stress, masonry strength and deflection of the wall. It also checks shearing resistance limited by shear stress and bond strength and checks flexural compressive stresses, both allowable and actual. Once the stresses have been determined, the programs will check various masonry configurations to arrive at the configuration which would be the most economical construction.

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
414 251-4551
1-800-545-4141 Ext. 251
RICHARD H. WALTER, P.E.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WCBA
PO. BOX BE1 MENOMONEE FALLS WI 53051
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Finally, a faucet that turns heads. The new Finesse™ faucet with fashionable blade handles and our unique Multi-Swivel™ spout that directs water wherever you desire. In beautiful finishes for kitchens and bathrooms. For more details see the Yellow Pages, or send $2 for a catalog to Kohler Co., Dept. AYS, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
"ATTENTION ARCHITECTS!"
FOR YOUR NEXT PLUMBING
OR HEATING PROJECT, CONSULT
WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR
LISTED HERE.

APPLETON
Baker Manufacturing Co.
550 Hickory Farm Lane
Appleton, WI 54913
Telephone: (414) 734-9284

W. S. Patterson Co.
2100 W. College Ave.
P.O. Box 1177
Appleton, WI 54912
Telephone: (414) 739-3136

GREEN BAY
Murphy Supply Co.
1055 Lake St.
P.O. Box 19310
Green Bay, WI 54310-9310
Telephone: (414) 497-7004

MADISON
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St. (53703)
P.O. Box 1151 (53701)
Madison, WI
Telephone: (608) 257-3755

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee P & H Supply Co.
1313 W. St. Paul Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53233
Telephone: (414) 273-3600

United P & H Supply Co.
9947 W. Carmen Ave.
P.O. Box 25342
Milwaukee, WI 53225
Telephone: (414) 464-5100

RHINELANDER
W. S. Patterson Co. (Branch)
1672 Menominee Dr.
Rhinelander, WI 54501
Telephone: (715) 362-7824

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
W. S. Patterson Co. (Branch)
2111 Engel Road
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
Telephone: (715) 421-1585
A Distinctive Wauwatosa Retirement Community required Distinctive Window Design — Pella and Ver Halen helped meet the challenge.

The San Camillo project in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin incorporated Pella clad trapezoidal skylights and windows to create a unique sunroof bay — 200 of them. These windows, as well as the other 1000 clad casement windows and sliding glass doors, were supplied with bronze tinted insulating glass and were installed by Ver Halen’s factory trained and experienced installers.

Pella custom shapes, sizes and clad colors offer unlimited flexibility to suit the mood and scale of each project with anything from monumental circleheads to integral muntins to your choice of colors in low maintenance aluminum exterior cladding.

Your Pella representative from Ver Halen, Inc. can tell you more. For information call 1-800-242-6212 or send the attached coupon.

The significant difference in windows and doors.
The Overwhelming Choice
For Commercial Buildings.

Some commercial jobs need Gyp-Crete 2000 floor underlayment to top-off a rough, irregular concrete floor. Others need it to improve the fire rating. Still others need Gyp-Crete 2000 for its fast, economical application.

Fact is, there are at least a dozen reasons why Gyp-Crete 2000 should be considered in every commercial job large and small. Here’s just a few more:

• Accepts virtually all floor goods
• Improves sound control
• No shrinkage cracks
• Pours over wood or concrete subfloors
• Accepts foot traffic within 90 minutes
• Reaches compressive strengths of up to 2,500 psi
• Leveling capabilities
• Install up to 30,000 square feet per day
• No time-consuming hand troweling
• Pours as thin as 1/16” over concrete
• No dusty grinding

ACOUSTICAL FLOORS OF WISCONSIN, INC.
675 Industrial Ct., Suite C • Hartland, WI 53029
Telephone (414) 367-3306

Gyp-Crete 2000™ Floor Underlayment

PBBS EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
5401 N Park Dr.
Butler, WI 53007
MILWAUKEE · (414)781-9620

24 HOUR Radio Dispatch Truck Fleet for INDUSTRY, INSTITUTIONS, SCHOOLS, etc
AUTHORIZED PARTS & SERVICE FOR CLEAVER — BROOKS, CLEVELAND CONTROLS, MORR CONTROLS CO
Throughout Wisconsin & Upper Michigan
SALES, BOILER ROOM ACCESSORIES, O’ Trims, And-Car Automatic Bottom Blowdown Systems SERVICE · CLEANING ON ALL MAKES. Complete Mobile Boiler Room Rentals.

MADISON ··········(608)249-6604
GREEN BAY ········(414)494-3675
STEVENS POINT ··(715)344-7310

Quality

The meaning of quality, as such, is difficult to define, for it is somehow intuitively in the presence of the work in which it is embodied. This has little to do with popular conceptions of beauty, taste, or style, and has nothing to do with status, respectability, or extravagance. It is revealed, rather, in an atmosphere of propriety and restraint.

Paul Rand
Northern States Power General Office Building
Ayres Associates
Dell Construction Company, Inc.
Eau Claire, Wisconsin

Constructed as an automobile garage following World War I, Northern States Power Company has used the buildings for offices and sales since the late 1950's. This last phase of remodeling involving the General Office Building and an adjacent Operations Building made space for expanded operations, increased energy efficiency, and the efficiency of the office space. The Operations Building contains the central computers of the energy management systems as well as the business computer and central dispatching for the entire service area. The general office building houses administrative and support offices. A skyway links the two buildings at second floor level.

The rehabilitation project was complicated by the need for continuing operations during construction, with certain departments relocating to a basement storage area, and then moving around as sections were completed.

A prototype cooling system operating 24 hours a day during the cooling season, conditions the buildings, using ice. The system uses off-peak electricity to make and store ice for daytime cooling purposes. This system, combined with added insulation and new energy efficient windows, should result in considerable savings in the cost of energy.

Photography: Franz Hall
IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES

Roof Windows
Genuine VELUX roof windows are designed to open and pivot so both glass surfaces can be cleaned from inside. VELUX has two types of roof windows, our top-hung Model TPS and our center-hung Model GGL. Both of these VELUX windows allow you to bring in more light and ventilation into attic or sloped walled living spaces than conventional dormer windows.

- Top-hung roof window (Model TPS)
- Center-hung roof window (Model GGL)
- Ventilating skylight (Model VS)
- Fixed skylight with ventilation flap (Model FSF)
- Prefabricated flashings
- Easy, weathertight installation
- No caulking required for year-round installation
- Precision craftsmanship
- 45 years of experience
- Unbeatable quality at affordable prices
- Quick delivery
- More features than any other manufacturer
- Accessories: shades, blinds, awnings, and remote controls

Skylights
Our quality skylights are available in two models: Model VS ventilating skylight and Model FSF fixed skylight with ventilation flap. Both are made to our exacting VELUX standards to offer you dependability, and affordability, along with the beauty of natural overhead light.


Mail this coupon. We'll send you a free copy of "The Complete Guide to Roof Windows and Skylights" and a price list within 24 hours.
The AIA Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct became effective January 1, 1987 and governs the conduct of all AIA members. The preamble of the new Code of Ethics states that members of the AIA "are dedicated to the highest standards of professionalism, integrity and competence."

The Code of Ethics is arranged in three tiers of statements. It includes five "Canons" or broad principles of conduct, 17 "Ethical Standards" that provide more specific goals towards which members should aspire, and 30 mandatory "Rules of Conduct."

The mandatory Rules of Conduct provide the most specific guidance to AIA members; and it is the violation of these Rules that may lead to disciplinary action by the Institute. These Rules require, among other obligations, that member architects:

- Refrain from practicing if "substantially impaired by physical or mental disabilities."
- Obey all applicable public laws.
- Refrain from bribing public officials and from accepting bribes.
- Refuse to consent to any decision made by a client that violates a law or regulation and that endangers the public, and report such decisions as appropriate.
- Refuse to "counsel or assist" a client in a fraudulent or illegal activity.
- Not discriminate in their practices on the basis of race, religion, gender, age, national origin or nondisqualifying handicap.
- Disclose financial interests related to their public activities and professional relationships.
- Not agree to perform work for which they are not qualified.
- Maintain professional confidentiality (except in unusual circumstances).
- Behave honestly, fairly and reasonably.

The National Judicial Council of the AIA has the exclusive authority to interpret and enforce the Rules of Conduct under the Code. While the Ethical Standards and the Rules of Conduct are guides to professional performance that implement the broad principles contained in the Code, it is only a violation of a specific Rule of Conduct that can be the basis for discipline.

In the event an AIA member is found to have violated one or more Rules of Conduct, discipline in the form of admonishment, censure, suspension or termination of membership in the AIA may be imposed. The National Judicial Council cannot become involved in fee disputes or cases of general dissatisfaction with professional services. These are business issues between professionals and their clients that ordinarily raise no ethical issues. The Council, for example, cannot obtain refunds or require that professional work be redone or corrected.

In implementing the new AIA Code of Ethics, the WSA's role includes educating and informing its members about the Code and its provisions. The WSA office in Madison will serve as the clearing-house for information and materials provided by the AIA on the Code, and will provide the routine administrative functions necessary should a complaint be received regarding the conduct of a WSA member.

In this capacity the WSA Ethics Committee acts as a facilitator to bring the parties involved in the complaint together to informally resolve their differences. The WSA, as an AIA component, is not authorized by the AIA to make a judgment in the case or take a position in favor of either party in the complaint. Parties not wishing to avail themselves of this opportunity, or if the Ethics Committee is not able to bring about an informal resolution of the matter, may send a formal complaint to the AIA National Judicial Council. This Council is authorized to make a judgment regarding the complaint and take disciplinary action if deemed prudent.

The success of the new AIA Code of Ethics will not depend on the number of complaints received. Rather, the Code will have served its purpose as it becomes known that members hew to a standard of professional ethics which sets them apart from nonmember practitioners. The primary role of the WSA will be to spread this knowledge in the course of conducting our regular programs and activities, responding to inquiries about the activities of our members, and attempting to informally resolve complaints brought under the Code.
Cheney Lifts provide the freedom to get up and down stairways.

THE LIBERTY™ WHEELCHAIR LIFTS enable individuals to ride safely and comfortably on a wide variety of stairways. The Lifts are so versatile they can accommodate top or bottom overruns and even go across intermediate landings.

- Optional space saver rail
- Mounted to one wall only
- Outdoor installations

THE HANDI-LIFT™ Vertical Wheelchair Lift provides safe stairway and building access for people confined to a wheelchair. Feature for feature, it's unsurpassed for safety and versatility.

- Lifting range of 4 to 12 feet is highest in industry
- Provides a full 12 square foot platform
- Adapts to numerous indoor and outdoor applications
- 500 pound load rating...optional 750 pound load rating available.

Where a restrictive access is required, you'll find the Handi-Enclosure™ unsurpassed for safety and ease of installation.

To find out more about the freedom Cheney Lifts can provide you with, call or write the Cheney Company.

Helping people help themselves

The CHENEY Company
P.O. Box 188, Dept. WA, New Berlin, WI 53151
(414) 782-1100

Look for Cheney Lift products at Mitchell Field and at Midway Airport in Chicago.

Schooled in Design

Thanks Sheboygan! Steve Schmitt (Joseph Schmitt & Sons Construction), Erik Jensen AIA (Linde Jensen Mercheske Architects, Inc.) — quality gentlemen. Working with you is a pleasure.

WISCONSIN SOLAR DESIGN
Holtzman Associates, Middleton, WI (608) 831-2112
Janco Glass Structures

Custom Greenhouses • Solariums • Skylights
The Tri-Fount™ Washfountain — the best way yet to move traffic through a washroom.

It's as easy as 1, 2, 3.
1. It can wash one or two or three people at once.
2. It meets all barrier-free codes.
3. It's a real cost saver—saving water and energy with each use, saving time and trouble with minimal maintenance through the years.

Each of the three independent spray nozzles is controlled by its own push button, so each user activates a single metered .5 GPM flow of preblended water. It really cuts down on waste and waiting time.

Leg and toe clearances, and required reach to the push buttons and water streams, are well within existing barrier-free codes as well as ANSI A117.1-1980 standards.

Less than five pounds of pressure activates a safe, tempered flow of water which shuts off automatically. Optional backsplash-mounted soap valves are available, too. Concealed spray formers, recessed push buttons, and a rugged access panel provide unsurpassed vandal-resistance.

The Tri-Fount™ Washfountain is also easy to maintain, with front access to all supplies and stops. The unit's metering valve assemblies employ the same basic design as Bradley's field-proven 90-75 metering faucet. Timing can be adjusted from five to twenty seconds by turning a screw—without turning off the water. And if the metering cartridge should ever fail, it can be replaced quickly and easily.

For more information, contact Stickler & Associates, Inc., 333 N. 121st Street, Milwaukee, WI 53226, 1 414 771-0400.

Bradley CORPORATION

We get the job done better.
INFORMATION THAT CAN MAKE YOUR BUILDING LAST LONGER.

We spend a lot of time studying the specifications so that when you need information we can give you a complete answer. We do this for you because we know that the right recommendations can save you money.

Wisconsin WIRE & STEEL INC.

We're your complete stop for:
- Reinforcing bars
- Reinforcing mesh
- Concrete construction chemicals
- Building maintenance products

COMPLETE QUALITY ENGINEERING
4320 N. 126th Street • Brookfield, WI 53005
414-781-4600

NOW MARVIN'S STANDARDS EXCEED HEAVY COMMERCIAL STANDARDS.

The Magnum Tilt-Turn wasn't designed to merely meet the standards for heavy commercial windows. It was built to set new ones. Air infiltration, positive and negative wind load pressure, water infiltration. In every conceivable test, Magnum Tilt-Turn windows have proven they can take just about anything, anywhere.

Of course, tilt-turns aren't the only commercial windows in the Magnum line. There's also a Magnum Round Top Tilt-Turn, a simulated double hung tilt-turn, a stationary unit, a hopper and an authentic double hung. All windows in the Magnum Series are made of beautiful Ponderosa pine and are available with low maintenance exteriors.

For more information contact:

 Builders World, Inc.
P.O. BOX 861, WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 53187
(414) 542-8883 (800) 242-2206

Seeking an Associate or Looking for a New Position?

Try the WSA Job Bank

If you are looking for a new position or seeking an associate, the WSA Job Bank can help you. There is no charge for using the service.

If you have any questions or need more information about the service, call Sandra at the WSA office (Madison - 608/257-8477; Wisconsin - 1-800-272-4483.)
Newspaper publishers, hardware store owners and hundreds of other successful business people have discovered that Wick can answer their new building needs.

Since no one knows your business better than you, we listen to you first. Then we help plan a building to meet your needs best, including the most efficient layout to save you time and labor every day. We can also incorporate energy-saving features to keep monthly operating costs low. Finally, such details as doors, windows and finishes are matched to your needs and preferences.

We know the building business. Thirty years of experience and the Wick system for post-frame construction ensure that you get a quality building without expensive delays. You also save 20-40% over other construction methods.

To obtain a copy of our new commercial buildings brochure, contact your nearest Wick dealer, or call toll free at 1 800 356-9682. In Wisconsin, call 1 800 362-5457. Do it today.

Wick Buildings
A product of Wick Building Systems, Inc.
Mazomanie, WI 53560

Let us know 4-6 weeks in advance so that you won't miss a single issue of Wisconsin Architect. Please include a copy of the old label.

New Address:
Name ___________________________
Address ___________________________
City, State, Zip ___________________________

Mail To: WISCONSIN ARCHITECT
321 S. Hamilton St. Madison, WI 53703
Foundation Scholarships
The Wisconsin Architects Foundation (WAF) is completing its 33rd year of contributing to the educational development of architecture in Wisconsin. During this period of time the WAF has contributed more than $120,000 in scholarships.

The following students at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee School of Architecture and Urban Planning received WAF scholarships in 1986-87: Liza Bachrach, Jeff Bringenberg, Tod Gloeckler, Victoria Steiner, Brian Weinhold and Wade Weissman.

Through your continued support and participation, the WAF is able to help build a better Wisconsin through architectural education.

Ouch!
According to the news article, a public library board in Wisconsin recently went through a lengthy process of elimination to select an architect to conduct a feasibility study of its space needs. That's not so unusual.

What is interesting is how the library board apparently reacted to the bids submitted by the firms for the study. The high bid of $11,000 "scared off several Board members" according to the article. On the other hand, the low bid of $3,500 "caught the eye of some Board members, but alarmed others" who apparently had questions about what the library would receive at that price. Neither the low or high bidder got the job, but the article illustrates how price rather than qualifications can influence the selection of an architect.

The news article has been placed in the "if they had only contacted the WSA" file. If you know of an owner who would benefit from the WSA's assistance in developing a process for selecting an architect on the basis of qualifications and competence, contact Van at the WSA office. This service is offered at no charge as a public service by the WSA. The WSA has helped over 100 owners in establishing a Qualification Based Selection (QBS) process. It works.

Liability Crisis
The latest statistics on liability claims provided by the AIA graphically illustrate a problem you are all too well aware of... architects have faced a liability crisis of crippling proportions over the past 20 years. In 1960 there were 12 claims per 100 insured architects and engineers. By 1983, the last year for which the AIA has comprehensive data, this figure had risen to an average of 44.4 claims per hundred. The cost of claims also has increased dramatically. In 1960 the average cost of a successful claim was $5,481. By 1983 that number had risen to $148,500. These figures represent funds paid out by insurance companies in addition to high deductibles paid "out of pocket" by architects and engineers.

What can be done about this liability crisis? The WSA has joined forces with about 100 other organizations to form the Wisconsin Coalition for Civil Justice. The Coalition is working to bring about meaningful tort reform that would restore balance to Wisconsin's civil justice system and help hold down ever-increasing liability insurance costs. But state legislators need to hear directly from you about the true scope of the crisis and how it affects the architectural profession in Wisconsin.

Annual Golf Outing
It's time for the WSA's Annual Architect-Exhibitor Golf Outing. The outing is for WSA members and suppliers who exhibited at the 1987 WSA Convention. This year's Golf Outing will be held June 1, 1987 at the Lac Labelle Golf Club in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. For more information, please contact Karen at the WSA office.

AIA Documents
In response to changes in the legal climate and the construction and insurance industries, the AIA has updated its A201 family of documents. The 1987 editions of the following 12 new or revised documents should be available in May:

- A201, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction;
- B141, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect;
- A101, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor (Stipulated Sum);
- A107, Abbreviated Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor (Stipulated Sum);
- A111, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor (Cost Plus a Fee);
- A117, Abbreviated Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor (Cost Plus a Fee);
- A401, Standard Form of Agreement Between Contractor and Subcontractor;
- A511, Guide for Supplementary Conditions;
- A701, Instructions to Bidders;
- B151, Abbreviated Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect;
- C141, Standard Form of Agreement Between Architect and Consultant; and
- C142, Abbreviated Form of Agreement Between Architect and Consultant.

The documents have been drafted together and will be published simultaneously to provide the construction industry with a fully integrated set of forms.

The C142 document is entirely new. Others have been revised based on comments received on earlier editions. The changes include new provisions governing shop drawing review, correction of work, engineers' certificates supplied by the contractor, and hazardous wastes encountered on the job site.
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Of special interest to members is B141, which provides two separate categories of additional services. The contact at the AIA is Dale Ellickson, (202) 626-7440.

**People & Places**

Paul R. Schultz, AIA is pleased to announce the formation of Sunarc Studio. P.O. Box 826, Oconomowoc, WI 53066 (414) 567-3420. A team of consultants specialized in residential and commercial architecture and interior design.

Slater Associates, Inc., the Waukesha based architectural & construction firm has announced the purchase of SD Consultants, Inc., a Chicago Interior Design & space planning firm with offices at 35 E. Wacker Dr. SD Consultants provides space planning & interior design services to both building owners and corporate tenants.

**Membership Action**

Eurquin, Ronald, was approved for Student Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter.

French, James, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Georgesen, Scott, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Stangel, Michael, was approved for AIA Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Kloiber, Thomas, was approved for AIA Membership in the Northeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Halmo, Steven, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Wise, Joseph, was approved for Student Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Thompson, Thomas, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Rod, Kevin, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southwest Wisconsin Chapter. He is upgraded from Associate Membership.

Lenz, Russell, was approved for Student Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Olsen, Warren G., was approved for AIA Membership in the Wisconsin Chapter.

Smith, Robert B., was approved for AIA Membership in the Southwest Wisconsin Chapter.

Kennedy-Kimla, Lisa, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter. She is upgraded from Associate Membership.

Steevens, Gregg, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

Mudrovich, Thomas, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Wisconsin Chapter.

**College of Fellows**

WSA member Wayne E. Spangler, AIA, of Rice Lake will be among 73 AIA members nationwide invested into the Institute's College of Fellows at the AIA National Convention in Orlando, Florida, June 19-22.

Fellowship is a lifetime honor conferred on members of 10 years good standing who have made significant contributions to the advancement of architecture. With the exception of the Gold Medal, which is granted to one individual annually, Fellowship is the highest honor the AIA bestows on any member.

Wayne has been in private practice in Rice Lake for 28 years and is well known and highly respected throughout the state of Wisconsin for his involvement in community affairs and his unique record of service to the Wisconsin Society of Architects. He has expressed his concerns with definite plans for action. He is being recognized for his creative service to his community and the profession.

In continuous membership on the WSA Board of Directors for the past 19 years, including a term as WSA President, Wayne has led major improvements in public awareness, political action, conventions, publications, honor awards and registration issues. He fathered the development of Citations for Distinguished Service, Communicators Awards, People's Choice Awards, and an expanded Honor Awards program which has advanced the image of the profession throughout the state. He conceived and operated the Professional Responsibility Committee of the WSA which placed over 200 architects on state and local planning commissions.

Wayne Spangler has long believed that his professional skills and training should be freely available to promote and improve the quality of life in his community. He has volunteered professional assistance and led promotional efforts for a multitude of civic improvement projects for his community as well as local native American communities.

Wayne Spangler
Thermospan: a concept whose time has come.

- Thermal break separates inner and outer skins so virtually no heat or cold is conducted through section.
- Prepainted inner and outer skins for added corrosion-resistance.
- Solid polyurethane core (with a density of 2.4 lb/ft³) provides maximum thermal efficiency and adds to quiet operation and strength.
- Embossed pinstriping (grooves) on outer skin adds strength and enhances appearance.
- Two 1-3/4" roll-formed struts per section add rigidity and strength.
- Two-inch nominal thickness.
- Joint seal prevents air infiltration and saves energy.

Overhead Door Unlimited
Appleton, WI
414-731-2786

Lakeland Overhead Door
Stevens Point, WI
715-341-7222

Northland Door Systems
Sauk City, WI
608-645-2278

Geis Building Products
Brookfield, WI
414-784-4250

LA FORCE

WE HAVE SUPPLIED MANY EXCITING PROJECTS THROUGHOUT THE STATE...

AND OUR TRADITION IS GROWING STRONGER
- Hollow Metal Doors and Frames
- Builders Hardware
- Wood Doors
- Toilet Partitions
- Bath Accessories

LA FORCE
Hardware & Manufacturing Co.
1060 W. Mason St., Green Bay, WI 54303
(414) 497-7100

THE REPUTATION YOU CAN BUILD ON

A WISCONSIN TRADITION OF QUALITY FOR OVER 80 YEARS

Brick
Block
Pavers
Stone

WISCONSIN BRICK & BLOCK CORPORATION

6399 NESBITT RD MADISON, WI 53719
(608) 845-8636
How to spec reflective glass without making your neighbors hot.

It's true. You can spec highly attractive reflective glass to achieve the design appearance you want plus much more, and still meet the new municipal codes which limit solar reflectance.

All you need is reflective coated glass from Interpane Coatings, where European technology and American production are combined to provide the ultimate in fine glazing products. For example, Interpane's exclusive multi-function coatings offer low reflectance, high light transmittance, an excellent shading coefficient and Low-E heat insulating properties as well—all without the "mirror" effect. The result is superior beauty, code compliance and an improved energy balance. Annealed, heat treated or laminated glass can be coated with an Interpane reflective coating to assure total design flexibility.

For more information, contact Interpane Coatings, 201 Interpane Lane, Deerfield, WI 53531, or phone us at 608-764-5461.

We'll show you how our reflective coatings can take the heat off your neighbor.
A new pedestrian sensing system to be used with Gyro Tech electro-mechanical automatic swinging doors is now being marketed by Gyro Tech, Inc. The Optic 4000 is a new alternative to a mat actuated system and particularly enhances the aesthetics of any entranceway. The system can be easily installed and will function with any new or existing Gyro Tech automatic swing door. Controls for the Optic 4000 are neither accessible nor visible to pedestrians.

Gyro Tech, Inc., is the pioneer in electro-mechanical automatic pedestrian door systems. To find out more about the firm's new Optic 4000, or any of their other products, call (414) 679-0045.

A new barrier-free water cooler, incorporating preferences indicated by a user survey, is being introduced by Elkay Manufacturing Co. According to the survey, paramount to most users is ease of operation and accessibility. As a result, Elkay's new cooler (EBFS-8) contains a unique molded, wrap-around, light-touch, pressbar, that can be operated by downward pressure on either the front or the sides. The oval basin, compatible with the sweeping pressbar, has an integral drain grid and embossed bubbler pad. The bubbler is positioned closer to the front of cooler for easier access. The cooler also features Elkay's exclusive Flexi-Guard™, which is pliable and flexes on impact to prevent accidental mouth injuries.

For more information, contact Stickler & Associates, 333 N. 121st St., Milwaukee, WI 53226 414-771-0400.

The most corrosion-resistant parking structures are made from untopped, precast/prestressed concrete — the kind of structure that has become a J.W. Peters specialty. At the Peters plant, special high-strength concrete is handled easily, and mix tolerances are scrupulously maintained. Factors such as water/cement ratio and the air content of the concrete are carefully controlled in order to ensure a durable surface. Optimum concrete cover is ensured to prevent corrosion of reinforcing steel.

J.W. Peters engineers keep constantly abreast of new research in parking structure protection, and apply these developments to every garage they build. For more information, contact J.W. Peters & Sons, Inc., P.O. Box 160, Burlington, WI 53105. Phone 414/763-2401.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DIRECTORY

**STS Consultants Ltd.**
Green Bay, WI (414) 484-9656 • Milwaukee, WI (414) 554-1100

**DOLAN & DUSTIN, INC.**
**CONSULTING ENGINEERS**
2266 N. PROSPECT AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53202
(414) 276-5502
- Electrical Power • Primary & Secondary Distribution
- Lighting Design • Security & Communications Systems
- Grounding • Emergency Generation • Uninterruptible Power
George E. Dolan, PE
Gerald E. Braun, PE
Charles M. Mulliken, PE
Roger A. Nass, PE
Arthur L. Miller, PE
Richard Gumpert, PE

**Holland & Kurtz Inc.**
**Consulting Engineers**
HEATING • VENTILATION • AIR CONDITIONING
PLUMBING • FIRE PROTECTION
6619 W. Capitol Drive • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216
(414) 463-1600
- Heating & Air Conditioning
- Plumbing & Fire Protection

**Photocopy**
104 East Mason St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
For Service . . .
CALL: 1-(414)-272-1255

We at United Brick invite you to stop in and see our newly remodeled showroom with a complete selection of:

**Face Brick in many colors & textures**
- Thin Brick-Thin Stone
- Patio Brick
- Chimney Block-Cement Block
**Superior Zero Clearance Fireplaces**
**Ceramic Wall-Floor Tile**
- 1x1-24x24
- Grouts by H.B. Fuller
- Marble-Granite-Porcelain
- Quarry Tile

**United**
brick & block, inc.
5402 Lien Rd. Madison, WI
608-241-3844

**THE LINDEMANN GROUP**
Architectural Product Sales
Representing:
- Wasco Skylighting Systems
- Alumax Architectural Metals
- Hughes Armour Wall Systems
- Peerless Replacement Windows

A Single Source for Construction Specialties Five Generations Since 1850.
P.O. Box 494 • Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066
414-567-2880

**Wisconsin Testing Laboratories**
Geotechnical Engineers
- Soil Borings
- Materials Testing & Inspection
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 • (414) 252-3300

**HK Engineers Inc.**
**Consulting Engineers**
ENGINES INC. • HVAC
- Energy Management
- Electrical
- Plumbing
3240 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706
608-233-3979

**Arnold and O'Sheridan, Inc.**
**Consulting Engineers**
Structural Electrical Mechanical Civil
608-233-3979
615 FORWARD DRIVE MADISON, WI 53711
414-461-5040
3720 N. 124TH MILWAUKEE, WI 53222

**This Space Could Be Yours!**
CALL: 1-608/257-8477
Behind the Beauty...

...The economy, strength and durability of precast/prestressed concrete total-frame office buildings from J.W. Peters.
Dazzlingly beautiful exterior shapes and finishes accommodate any architectural vision. High-strength structural components allow almost unlimited freedom in the design of interior space.

VERSATILE, REPUTABLE, RELIABLE

JW PETERS
AND SONS, INC.

34212 West Market Street • Burlington, WI 53105 • (414) 763-2401
(312) 782-4691 (Chicago) • (414) 272-7222 (Milwaukee)

Owner:
Association Life Insurance Co.
Architect/Engineer:
Torke-Wirth-Pujara, Ltd.
General Contractor:
Inland Development Corp.